Lo’loma’ (Hello) Dear Friends,
Gary Stroutsos, cultural world flute artist and Stewart Koyiyumptewa, Director of the Hopi
Tribe’s Cultural Preservation Office are working together to reinvigorate the Hopi Long Flute
tradition among Hopi people. Many of you are familiar with Gary Stroutsos through his
recordings and concerts that span decades. Originally trained as a jazz
musician, Stroutsos transitioned into studying wind instruments from
cultures around the world, including Chinese, Afro-Cuban, and Native
American origins. His goal when studying cross-cultural musical genres
is to make his best effort to faithfully recreate the spirit of a particular
culture’s music without adding any New Age trimmings.
For Stroutsos, it’s a rare opportunity to set the record straight about the
oldest wind instrument in North America. “It is a great honor for me to
work with the Hopi Long Flute and Stewart,” he said. “This is a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that I am very respectful of.”
When Archaeologist Earl Halstead Morris led a Carnegie Institution Expedition to the Prayer
Rock District of Northeastern Arizona in 1931, the crew discovered thousands of artifacts distributed throughout fifteen caves. Among them were four hollow, reedless flutes—two broken,
two intact. The site, as a result of this find, came to be known as Broken Flute Cave.
At the time of the discovery, it was impossible to precisely date the instruments. Research
completed in the 1960s suggested that the flutes were constructed sometime between 620 and
670 AD. Despite the conventional understanding at the time, this meant that they were much
older than the wooden Plains flutes from the 1800s that have become an archetype of Native
American music today. Modern academic and archaeological communities know very little
about those instruments uncovered by Morris’ expedition in the Four Corners Area more than
80 years ago. It is important for this instrument to be preserved and passed on to future Hopi
generations.
“These flutes are a traditional Hopi instrument, lost to us for hundreds of years,” said Clark
Tenakhongva, traditional Hopi singer and Vice Chairman of the Hopi Tribe. “They were
traditionally used to bring rain and can be very powerful.”

Tenakhongva partnered with Stroutsos in 2018
for the Öngtupqa project – an audio CD and
video DVD featuring Hopi vocals, clay pot
percussion, and Hopi Long Flute. Recorded
inside the Desert View Watchtower on the
South Rim of Grand Canyon within sight of
the Hopi’s sacred place of emergence, the music
and documentary film have won numerous
Clark Tenakhongva and
Gary Stroutsos
awards. More importantly, it was a public
acknowledgement of the Hopi Long Flute as
America’s oldest known wind instrument and its place within Hopi culture.
We are currently seeking donations to continue the rich cultural exploration of this unique
instrument, and to gain more information under the guidance of the Hopi Cultural Preservation Office. Would you consider donating to the Hopi Long Flute Preservation Project?
As a donor, you will be kept informed on the progress of the ongoing work. Project deliverables include a short film about Hopi Long Flutes from a traditional Hopi perspective; a study
guide for playing the flute (using Gary’s original methods); and an audio recording. These resources will be housed on the Hopi Mesas, and shared among traditional cultural practitioners
who have been selected to keep Hopi traditions strong. If the Tribal Historic Preservation
Office determines these can also be shared outside Hopi, we may be able to share them with
donors and friends, too. However, due to cultural appropriation over the past 500 years, most
of Hopi traditions are kept secret. Your donation will maintain a vital part of American musical history, and help guide the next generation of Hopi musicians to keep the sounds of the
flute flowing across their traditional homeland.
“The Hopi Long Flute Preservation Project will enable the Hopi people to
reconnect with the Hopi Long Flute by learning how to play the ancient
flute so that the Hopi People will continue to enjoy its beautiful music for
generations to come,” said Stewart Koyiyumptewa.
Kwakwhay (Thank you),
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Your donation can be mailed in the form
of a check or via PayPal (gstroutsos@gmail.com)
Make checks payable to:
Hopi Cultural Preservation Office
Attn: Stewart B. Koyiyumptewa
P.O.Box 123
Kykotsmovi, AZ 86039
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Friends of Gary Stroutsos & Stewart Koyiyumptewa
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